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In the Beginning...
• There were visual 
observers (and still are)
• Data limited to radiants 
and rough estimates of 
speed and brightness
• Can get very cold 
during winter nights
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Photographic Observations
All skyWide field
Meteorite Observation and 
Recording Program (MORP)
Modra Observatory
• All sky systems are nice because only 1 camera is 
needed per station
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Super Schmidt camera (Haleakala, HI)
Super Schmidt Cameras
• First employed in the 
1940’s
• Detected bright 
meteors ( magnitudes 
> +3)
• Large FOV
• Multiple stations and 
use of rotating shutter 
enabled location, 
speed, and orbit 
determinations
• Much of what we know is 
based on data tak n with 
these systems
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• The advent of fast, wide field 
photographic systems led to 
the creation of the first 
meteor networks
• European Fireball Network 
began in 1958 in Germany 
and Czechoslovakia
• The Prairie Network began 
in 1964 in the U.S. Funding 
was terminated in 1975
• MORP began in Canada in 
1968. Its 12 stations used 
Super-Komura cameras. 
Funding discontinued in 1985
• These networks were 
set up to find meteorites 
(at least in part)
• Funding discontinued 
due to lack of scientific 
interest and 
disappointing number of 
finds (1 each for Prairie 
and MORP)
• Only European network 
remains operating today
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Video Observations
• Largely pioneered by Clifton and 
Naumann in the 1960’s at MSFC 
(Meteor Physics Branch)
• Advantages:
• 100x better sensitivity over Super Schmidt 
cameras
• 30 fps rate gives better temporal resolution 
than rotating shutter
• Unrivaled temporal accuracy thru GPS time 
stamps
• Disadvantages:
• Limited resolution compared to photographic
• Limited dynamic range (most systems are 8 bit)
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The Sandia Sentinel Systems
• Sentinel I (1998) - “look down” 
system with hardware meteor 
detection. 6 second buffer, 
parallel connection to 
computer (Moooo)
• Sentinel II (2004) - 
conventional all sky with 
hardware detection. USB 
connection to computer
• Sentinel III (2007) - all sky 
system with software detection  Camera: Hi-Cam HB-710E
Lens: Rainbow L163VDC4 1.6-3.4mm f/1.4 lens
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Current Fireball Networks
Name System Type Start Year Reference
European Network Photographic 1951 Oberst et al (1998)
Japan Fireball 
Network
























Video 2004 Olech et al (2006)
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Goals of the NASA Network
• Establish the speed distribution of cm size meteoroids
• Determine which sporadic sources produce large 
particles
• Determine (low precision) orbits for bright meteors
• Attempt to discover the size at which showers begin 
to dominate the meteoroid flux
• Monitor the activity of major meteor showers
• Assist in the location of meteorite falls
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Station Locations
• 11 more to install!
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Automated Lunar and Meteor Observatory (ALaMO)
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Station Components
• All-sky Camera
• Low light level video camera
• All sky (fish eye) lense
• heater/fan to prevent dewing
• Computer running ASGARD (All Sky and 
Guided Automatic Real-time Detection) 
software
• GPS
• Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
• Internet connection
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Detection
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Calibration
• Need to transform 
between pixel 
coordinates to az, el
• Every 30 minutes the 
camera computer 
produces a calibration 
plate (several images 
stacked together to show 
lots of stars) 
• User runs an IDL script 
to match stars to image 
• A least squares fit is 
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Sensitivity and Response
• Can detect magnitude 0 
meteors
• ASGARD software can 
handle simultaneous 
events
• Aircraft (flashing lights) 
made detection algorithm 
crazy; continual 
improvements have 
reduced number of falses
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System Requirements
Pentium 3, 900MHz, 512Mb RAM
at least 40 Gb data space, in 2 partitions (>20 
Gb for video buffer, rest to store events)




Brooktree 878A framegrabber (Hauppage 
WinTV card)
Debian linux version 5
DSL or faster internet connection
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Coverage
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Preliminary Geminid Results
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2009 Perseids
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